#1 May 2015

HAPPY SPRING!

News From Palmer/Pletsch

You all received an email
from me before Puyallup
catching you up a bit on
what we’ve been up to
recently. It’s been way too
long since we put together
an Update Newsletter, so
there’s lots to share.

PUYALLUP FASHION SHOW

We had a good show in
Puyallup, followed by a
wonderful getaway to sunny
Mexico with Paul. Now
spring is rapidly moving
toward summer.

After 25 years I have now passed the baton to Melissa to do the McCall’s, Vogue, Butterick fashion
show at the Sewing & Stitchery Expo in Puyallup.
Since she lives in Brooklyn, New York, she put
the show together at the McCall’s offices and that
means I didn’t have to have racks of clothes in my
front hall for two months! She created the show
program and it had such a fresh look! She did the
commentary and I was the “real person” model,
replacing Marta Alto, who did this for me for 25
years. (Marta doesn’t want to travel anymore, but
will still teach the Portland workshops.) Below
and along the bottom of the next two pages you’ll
see some of the garments I made for the show. I’ll
write about them in the sequel to Fashion for Real
People, our new blog: The Palmer/Pletsch Pattern
Blog, which launches this week! (Learn more on
page 3)
Melissa, left, in the McCall’s booth

I’ll repeat some of the news
from my email here, add
some more, and then your
letters. Thank you so much
for sending them!
Remember, all past issues
of this newsletter can
be read online at:
www.palmerpletsch.com/
teachers_newsletter.htm

Garments I made and modeled in
the fashion show at Puyallup.
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Our first two Craftsy classes launched in
April. Click on the images to learn more.

promote it. This will be the first time
we will have gotten major worldwide
coverage of this method.

CRAFTSY CLASSES
Online classes are here to stay.
Several companies are filming them.
They are no match for hands-on
classes, but I do see an upside to
them. Last year I was approached at
Puyallup to do tissue-fitting classes for
Craftsy. I had not wanted to consider
it before, but now have decided it
would be a great way to introduce the
world to tissue-fitting. Craftsy wants
to promote our hands-on classes and
teachers because they feel the online
class will introduce tissue-fitting and
make people want more. If people like
the method they learned in the online

class and want hands-on help, they
will know they can get it. I actually
see these classes helping the business
of our teachers!
Interestingly, Palmer/Pletsch teachers
are the only ones teaching tissuefitting. The other Craftsy fit classes
have all been about taking measurements and making muslins. Melissa
watched all of them before we went to
Denver to film. By the way, Melissa
was the teacher and I was the model
along with Marta and several others.
Craftsy is sooooo excited to launch
the tissue-fitting class. They feel it is
such a great method and really want to

jacket M6709
pant M6901
tee M6964
cowl M6963
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Honestly, I can’t believe everyone
isn’t teaching tissue-fitting. I think it
might be because non-PP teachers feel
that tissue-fitting is our method. Well,
it is true that Marta and I have been
perfecting it for 40 years and continue
to learn as we teach.
If you have a website and want to sell
the Craftsy tissue-fitting classes to
your customers, Craftsy will pay you a
fairly generous commission. Then you
can tell your list that if they watch the
beginning tissue-fitting class and then
want hands-on fitting classes, you are
a Palmer/Pletsch Fit Instructor. You
can learn more about the affiliate
program here:

fitting and sewing tips, ideas, and motivation, just like our previous newsletter.
Marta and I will continue to contribute.
Melissa, who has made “guest appearances” in our previous newsletter, will
become a regular contributor, appealing
to her age group and broadening our audience. She’s also the one with the tech
savvy to publish it. We launched with
one titled “The Beautiful Blouse.”
If you want to teach a class on fitting the
perfect blouse, take advantage of this free
download:

For more than 15 years we put together Fashion For Real People (originally
Fashion for Your Figure) as an e-newsletter PDF available on our website.
You’ve all been loyal readers.
Digital times have changed, so Fashion for Real People is moving to a blog,
which will make it easier to keep you updated more regularly. We will post
about sewing projects using our Palmer/Pletsch designs for McCall’s with
skort M6965 Melissa
shirt M6750
pant M6901
purple top M7092
black sweaters
from Chico’s
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Knits for Real People

Great Reviews from the
Tilton sisters:

Early this year we completed the
book Knits for Real People,
Fitting and Sewing Fashion Knit
Fabrics. Sue Neall and I are the
authors.

From Katherine Tilton:

Knits are a hot topic right now.
Our new knit workshop has been
popular, as have my seminars at
Puyallup and Fabric Depot.
Using the book, you’ll learn
how to achieve a custom fit
using any pattern, not just those
designed for knits. Yes, it’s
OK to have darts if you need
them—or redesign them as
ease, gathers, tucks, or double darts.Besides fitting,
this comprehensive guide covers:
• Knit fabric types • Grainline, layout, and cutting • Needles,
notions, and stabilizers • Seaming on the sewing machine and serger,
including using differential feed • Edge finishes, such as bands, bindings,
ribbing, and foldover elastic • Elastic casings, leggings, and no-side-seam
pants • Creative embellishments, including piping, flounces, “peepers,”
and decorative serging.

Knits for Real People is the book you’ve
been waiting for! Clear instructions
with lots of photos and great tips give
real-time sewers everything they want to
know about working with knits. Everything sewers want to know, plus more
that every stitcher will love knowing.
Pati and Sue remove the mystery and
trepidation that knits have been known to
cause with solid knowledge of fabric, fit,
technique, and creativity. Easy to read,
easy to reference, and easy on the eyes,
Knits for Real People keeps working
with knits easy.
Katherine Tilton, freelance designer for
Butterick and Vogue Pattern Company,
sewist, writer, co-leader of ParisTilton Tours,
fabric buyer for MarcyTilton.com,
educator and artist.

From Marcy Tilton:
Knits for Real People is sure to
become a classic in every sewist’s
library. The sewing community has been
waiting for this definitive practical information and will embrace it...for even
experienced sewists can be timid about
working with knits. It is visually appealing, I love the contrast of professional
models in studio shots interspersed with
photos of real people, including the authors themselves. The content is superb
and clearly presented. I practically devoured the entire book in one sitting and
learned a few new things in the process.
My response is a big, huge, unequivocal
YES.
Marcy Tilton, owner/buyer at M‑arcyTilton.
com online fabric store, Vogue Pattern designer, co-leader ParisTilton tours, educator,
writer, passionate sewist.
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Promo Copy for a “Fit & Sew
Fashion Knits” Seminar
Below is the promo copy I used for
the Fit & Sew Fashion Knits seminar
I taught at Fabric Depot. (Over 70
people signed up!)
You’re welcome to use it to promote
your Fashion Knits Seminar:

A New Fit & Sew Fashion Knits Seminar for You
This new seminar is now available to purchase on the Palmer/Pletsch
Teachers Resources page. List price is $99. Certified Instructors may
purchase it for $49. The CD includes a PowerPoint file with over 100 slide
images, and accompanying script, available as either a PDF or a Word file.
The PDF may also be downloaded for free so you can see more about
the content.

Looking Good Slide Seminar Also Updated
Use this presentation to teach images classes. 118 slides, detailed script on
line, color theory, proportion, personal style, and much, much more, complete
with examples. CD $55 includes scanned slides, script, and press release.

Do you want fashionable, comfortable
knit clothes? Sewing fashion knits is
hot and it’s not the same as it was in
the 1970s. Learn how to fit knits using
any pattern, not just those designed
for knits. Pati will recap how to buy
the right size pattern and the most
important alterations. See important
notions and stabilizers that will make
knit sewing successful. Also included:
grainline; cutting; yes, it’s OK to have
darts. Or, how to redesign them with
ease, gathers, tucks, and double darts.
Needles; seams on a regular machine
and serger; differential feed; coverstitch. Edge finishes: bands, binding,
ribbing, and foldover elastic, fused.
No-side-seam pull-on pants. Casings.
See Pati’s knit wardrobe from her
McCall’s patterns and other creative
garment ideas.
1 day seminar-style class.
Tuition: $28.00

Create a Class Around
McCall’s 6964
Perfect Fit Fashion Tee
This pattern could be the
basis of a class on using
ITY poly interlock knits.
I love the “new look”
of FASHION tees. They
are made in poly, poly/
spandex, rayon blends,
bamboo and more. They
are drapier than a cotton
or poly/cotton tee, though you certainly can use any of the fabrics I’ve mentioned and have a very
versatile pattern. Once you have fitted it, sew it over and over. I’ve included lots of tips in the guide
for fitting knits. This design has 1 ¼” bust ease, 5 ½” waist ease , and 3” hip ease.
Available in sizes B5 (8-16) and F5 (16-24)
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MORE PATTERN NEWS:
Visit the pattern pages on our website to check out our 2015 patterns. They’re great with knit fabrics!
7092 Designer Knit Raised-Waist Tops
and Dresses
This top has an inset in the neckline which
can be fun in a contrast color. I made it in a
cotton/spandex interlock, but it is also perfect
in a poly/spandex interlock. It is best to use
the same type of fabric for the inset as you use
for the top.

7057 Misses Easy Knit Coat and Vest
Treat yourself to a coat that is ultra-easy
to sew. This unlined coat is designed for
medium to heavy weight knits, sweater
knits, double-faced knits, sweatshirt fleece,
and double knit. The shawl collar and the
hooded collar can be sewn to any of the
views, so if you want the vest without the
hood, use the front for C/D.
For Tips for Knits, click here...
Available in sizes Y (s-sm, sm, med) and
ZZ (lrg, X-lrg, XX-lrg)

7059 Misses Sew and Go Knit Wardrobe
This is the perfect pattern for an easy-towear fashion knit wardrobe. It’s stylish as
well as easy-care for travel. The waterfall
jacket can also be a vest. The six-gored skirt
and the slim pant have a 1” elastic waistline.
The tee has a relaxed fit. The long-sleeve tee
can be layered with the vest. Use all solid
jerseys, lightweight ponte, sweaterknits, and
poly interlock knits. For more interest, mix
prints, solids, and textures. Use a sweater
knit or jersey for the jacket and poly interlock for the tee. For Creative Ideas for the
Tee and Tips for Knits, click here...
Available in sizes A5 (6-14) and E5 (14-22)
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PATTERN ISSUES
Some tissue fitting came up with a couple of our patterns.
I’ve been working with McCall’s to clarify things with this one:

McCall’s 6750 Three-Hour Perfect Shirt

Also, it would be nice if all vertical darts had a
center line drawn for easier transferring of dart
markings.
For future patterns I am also requesting line 2 and
the front armhole notch be at the same position. I
like where line 2 is on this pattern, but when there
are no lines, we tell them to draw line 2 to the
front notches, about a third the way up the armhole. Where the notches are on this pattern would
be too low.
The same
stands for the
back neck
darts. Could
there be two
legs and one
center line for
all sizes!

Some questions have come up about dart markings for multi-sizes
so I am going to my go-to person at McCalls’, Benhaz. I wrote the
following to her:
The darts don’t point to the apex and people are asking why. It
works fine to angle line 2, but it is more straightforward to have the
dart point to the apex. Also, the darts are 1½” wide at the base on
this pattern for all sizes. Why do we need more than one set of dart
lines? Two legs
and the center
would be great.
Even though
I realize you are
being very technical, the points
end at the same
spot for all sizes.
The extra lines
create confusion.
In the end, they
will raise or
lower the dart
anyway. The
photo is for the
B-5 size range.
For the F-5 size
range there are
two sets of bust
alteration lines.
Is it possible to
just have one
set?
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I’d love your
feedback on
this.
Sincerely,
Pati Palmer
FYI, on the larger sizes of the shirt pattern there are two
sets of vertical darts. The longer darts go to the same
apex at the top even though there are two apex marks.
You may want to redraw so that each go to a separate
apex point to keep them straight vertically.

Palmer/Pletsch Certified Sewing Instructor Helen Bartley used the flyers below to promote her classes
at the Palmer/Pletsch School of Sewing in Fabric Depot.
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NEWS FROM YOU
OVER THE PAST
YEAR...
FROM ROSANNA (ROXANN) L.
BENBOW, WASILLA, AK
Here as ASC School of Sewing:
I ended the year with an average of
37 students attending the weekly
session schedule, boy was I busy,
we did some really fun projects this
year, like a Prom dress that a student
wanted from a picture she’d seen in a
magazine, very large stuffed animals,
designer jeans for boys and girls. Our
summer sessions are active with new
and old students.
I still have 3 boys ages 10 to 15
sewing and one young man, Moises,
who is now a young man of 20. This
spring a man requested him to make
a Historic 1848 Tux (Burda Pattern),
in Not so historic color as it was Purple with hot Pink lining. He planned
to wear it in a dance competition. So
Moise and I took on the project and
completed it with lots of sweat and
a few tears after 6 weeks. Photo attached. It fit our customer perfectly
after doing our Palmer/Pletch fitting
techniques. What’s extra special about
this is Moise is a special needs Autism
student that I have been teaching for
about 4 years, he mostly designs girls
dancewear and costumes.
I also have 3 other students that are
designers in the making; one is
designing a line to show at the Teen
Expo in Anchorage next year. I will
send you a picture of the prom dress
she just completed. She really has an
eye for fashion for a 13-year-old with
2 years of sewing experience . She
also plans to attend FIT so she has
been researching their site and asking
lots of questions.
Rosanna L. ( Roxann) Benbow
CSI, Palmer Pletsch Instructor
ASC School of Sewing
907-373-5651
www.ascschoolofsewing.net

MORE FROM ROSANNA (ROXANN)
L. BENBOW
So happy to hear that Melissa is on
board full time now, she is so amazing and my students love her designs.
Have a question, about the photo of
the shorts/pants #6965, from last
summer she was modeling, what is
the pattern number for the top she is
wearing with the shorts? I have two
customers that want the outfit, I have
the shorts patterns but haven’t found
the top, will it be a new pattern?
Congratulations, Craftsy is Amazing;
I love their classes and have taken
a lot of them myself. I’m so excited
that you are putting the tissue fit class
on there. I have people ask me all the
time about the class, but never can get
them completely interested or enough
to hold a class and keep the cost down.
How do I sign up to put the link on
my website for your pattern tissue fit
class? Love that Idea, like you said,
then they would be more willing to
come see me I think.
ASC School of Sewing is busting at
the seams this year. I’m holding 7
classes with 6 or 7 students per class,
except for the advanced sewing class
only has 4, all my classes are full 42
students a week now and many of the
students are doing amazing projects.
They really keep me on my toes with
designing prom dresses from pictures
and doing lots of pattern fitting. I’ll
send a picture of this year’s prom
dress when I get one, there wasn’t a
pattern out there so had to redesign
three patterns to make it work. I have
two students that do this to me a lot,
they have such great ideas. Four of
my teens (13-17) are now learning
how to pattern fit, the same ones that
want special clothes and there are no
patterns available. So maybe I have a
few students that will go on to design
school, which is their dream anyway.
I did my first beginning Serger class
last month with 5 students, it was a
great success, I will be holding 1 every
other month from now till summer.
Planning my summer programs, will
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be holding learn to sew workshops
twice a month through the summer
as always, and hope to do Serger and
Fitting workshops to if I have energy.
I will be sponsoring the ASC-Youth
Fashion Competition again this year
at the Alaska State Fair. It has been
such a huge success in the past years,
but the local sewing guild backed out
of sponsoring it last year. Some of
my students ask me if they helped do
the fund raising would I sponsor it,
I said yes. Two students and I did all
the fund raising; they pulled in $1,890
in cash and gift certificate donations.
We had 13 entries, the highest first
prize in the formal division $350.00,
casual wear $300.00 highest to lowest
prize was $50.00. So this year I have
four students doing fund raising, I
wonder what they will be able to come
up with. This is such a rewarding
event for the kids and also very hard
for them as they need to write a story
about the project that the MC repeats
on stage while they walk in front of
3 judges and the audience. Hopefully
other teachers will encourage their
students to enter competitions,
I think it helps them try to do a
better job when planning and sewing
their project.
Best Regards and Happy Sewing
PATI’S RESPONSE
Roxann, You are doing great as usual.
I love to share with our other teachers
to hopefully inspire them.

FROM KARLIE LEBATIQUE
TORRINGTON, CT

FROM JANICE ASTON
CALGARY, CANADA

My classes having been going great.
I am teaching almost every day. The
open studio provides options for my
students and myself that are very
convenient for both of us. I would
say that I have 20-25 students, half
of them children and half adults. It’s
exciting to see the children coming to
learn how to sew. I have several that
are now entering their 4th year taking
classes with me. After the adults finish
the Beginning Sewing Course, they
continue coming to class for a per/
class fee and are working on whatever
they want to along with my guidance.
One of the options is to start fitting.
Instead of offering a fit class per se,
they learn fit as they work on a blouse,
dress, and pants. That allows them to
work on garment sewing, fitting, and
new techniques without the pressure
of finishing a project in a specific
time frame. They are allowed to work
at their own pace, schedule a class
that fits their schedule, and provides
me with a somewhat steady income.
Thank you so much for the Beginning
Fit seminar. I have already been doing
something like that, but this will be
very helpful as I am still working out
the specifics.

Hi Pati,

FROM CARRIE JARVIS
SPOKANE, WA

Hi Pati: Good to hear from you. I’m
super excited to let you know the Fit
Thought I would pass along a few
for Real People classes have been
photos of the booth during setup.
very successful. I’ve taught 6 people
Mom was able to make it to the show
so far and my next class is full (bewhich was great. The Looking Good
gins Oct 16). Since I restructured my
book flew off the shelves. I have had
business to take a direction towards
to place another order with George to
fill the prepaid orders. Kathryn Brown fashion sewing, my classes have been
filling! I have hired quilt teachers to
also plugged the book and I sold out
teach that part since the Spokane area
the first day before I was able to even
has a big quilt following, however
give my first Looking Good seminar.
I also did a hands on class “Fitting the easily 30% of those customers are
interested in, or have signed up for the
Girls” which was very well received.
I did adjustments while they made the fit classes. I am back to truly enjoying
my business. Thank you for being an
same adjustments in their workbook.
inspiration to me and to all that take
The show has definitely kick started
the sewing season for me. Ethel Harms your workshops. They are wonderful!
Take care, Carrie
got me hooked up with Color Me
Beautiful and I completed my training PATI’S RESPONSE
this summer and I’m starting to offer
Carrie sold her store recently but will
Colour and Silhouette analysis as part
continue to teach.
of my sewing business.
Janice Aston

I hope you and Marta are doing well.
And I know you must be so proud of
Melissa. I dream of being able to come
out to Oregon again someday…..
Thanks for renewing my CSI.

Janice Aston’s booth in Calgary.
Go Janice!
With mom Meryl Wynn, at left.

Karlie Lebatique
sewshouldyou.com
PATI’S RESPONSE
Karlie, I like your open approach to
teaching as a way to be convenient
for all of your students and give you a
steady income.
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FROM JANET DAPSON,
RICHLAND, MI
A correction to the M6750 sewing
instructions: after sewing the fronts
to the back at the shoulder, it says
to press the seams open. But it does
not say to clip that curve at the neck.
I think most of us more experienced
sewers would do that automatically,
but many sewers might not and then
wonder why the neckline didn’t lay
right.
Am I confused? I thought that the Fit
book had been revised to include the
expanded princess alteration refinements. I looked at one of the books we
recently ordered and the princess style
information is the same as the previous edition.
Janet
PATI’S RESPONSE
No, it was developed for M6076
pattern. It has more numbered lines
which will hopefully make it easier
but I don’t teach it on other princess
patterns as I tried and it was just
confusing. I just go by the book. In a
few years we will do a major fit book
update. Maybe our last so it better be
good. Then the Y-dart update will be
added. I feel it is ok to create and improve and have it ready for that issue.
You have to have 25% change to get
a new copyright, so it would be third
edition. (our last?? ha)
Another thing I thought of is that on
6750 that you are using for this class,
Marta says to raise the round back line
to 1” below the neck for that size, or
even a little closer. McCall’s solved
the cut-on collar by using a line 1”
below the smallest size. If you cut
there for the largest size, the CB at
top will be further from the fold than
normal.

JANET’S RESPONSE
Okay. Thanks for the clarification. In
my fit class last fall, some students
wanted the book with the more extensive princess alteration (which they
and I thought existed). I just printed
out the multi-page addendum you gave
us for that class.
FROM NANCY SEIFERT
SEATTLE, WA
3/20/2014
I had a beginning fitting class on
Saturday, with a very large busted
lady. Also, she was short waisted
by 2”, so we shortened at waist. We
needed 4”FB, so I divided the amount
in half for Y. This made the front
lengthening not enough! I gave back
the 2” length to get the needed length.
I wondered afterwards if I should have
measured the amount at the notch and
only do that amount at the Y? Part of
the problem too was her bust was not
far from her waist.
I hope this makes sense! Her bodice
fit in the end, but I wonder if I made
more work for myself.
Thanks, Nancy Seifert
PATI’S RESPONSE
You are right in that the Y causes the
dart to open less and also the lengthen
line to open less. It usually isn’t a
problem, but with her full low bust, it
might be. You could add length at the
bottom at CF tapering to nothing at the
side. Pati
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PATI’S RESPONSE to Nancy and the
same questions from Janet Dapson,
MI
I think a back cut-on collar in general
is not as great a fit as a sewn on, but
easy and for the purpose of an easy
learn to fit blouse, maybe not a big
issue. But, Marta decided to make the
HR cut line right on the base of the
neck instead of 1” below and that distorted the collar much less than using a
lower line. So, next time try that. The
top edge of the collar ended up only
1/8” from the fold vs. about ¼” with
the HR line lower.
Also, the pattern guide does not indicate snipping the curved seam going
up from shoulder to collar, nor does it
say to clip the curve of the collar/facing seam. Doing so helps reduce the
crinkles so the back collar stands up
straighter. And, of course, the fabric
makes a difference. The back collar
stands up better on my cotton shirting
blouse than on my rayon challis.
FROM LOIS GASE
BOSTON, MA
Hi Pati - I am beginning to speak more
and am gearing up for a formal teaching schedule. Last Saturday I was the
featured speaker for the Boston ASG
Annual meeting. It went very well.
I was wondering about your projector you had in Fit class in July. You
hooked it to your computer (I think)
to show the Power Point slide show.
I’ve got to add that feature to my lectures because I find that talking, “demo-ing”, and thinking all at the same
time is difficult! haha Until I can
speak the scripts in my sleep it seems
difficult! I sometimes have a brain
freeze! Last Saturday I performed a
demo of the basic bodice adjustments
live on stage and I found it difficult to
be articulate and do the demo at the
same time. I think having the PP slide
show will make the lecture flow more
freely and I won’t have to maneuver
with the live demo, trying not to put
my back to the class was a trick!!!

Last question: Did you
provide us with the CSI
logo? I see it on Claudia’s biz card attached.
I am getting my cards
created and would like
to add the logo. I don’t
see it on the disk you
gave us in July in teacher
training. Please point me
in the right direction to get
that logo.

pattern and last the fabric pin fit. I
showed them the Fit for Real People
book and many McCall’s P/P patterns - also discussing the guide sheets
which you write. Everyone said they
learned a lot and are anxious to give
it a try. I have interest to attend a fit
class with me and to buy the book.
I created a handout from the FFRP
book and also had a copy of
your Spring 2013 article
published in ASG Notions
called “Tissue Fitting.”

Claudia and I are staying in touch
to encourage and hear about each
other’s teaching activities. And
Colleen’s new sewing studio is
almost complete (in Campbell
River, Canada) and she will begin
classes too. She and I also stay
closely tied in email.
I hope you and Paul are well. Thanks
for your help.
Lois
PATI’S RESPONSE
Loved your comments on your
seminar.
Could you fit one person in M6750
darted blouse? That would keep you
on track and they’d totally understand
the system. You could also have everyone bring a tape measure and show
how to measure high bust and let them
do it. Then you go and re-measure
them and suggest a size. They usually
measure to loose. That becomes a
good learning too.
Another way to control what you say
is to have visuals laid out in the order
of your talk. The book, a pattern, a
pattern guide, tape measure, a pattern
taped, a pattern altered, the finished
garment etc.
Hope this helps. Good luck. Pati
P.S. You can request the CSI logo
directly from Linda Wisner, wizbiz@
wisnercreative.com.

See you in July in the
Portland fit class.
Best Regards, Lois
AND MORE FROM LOIS GASE
AND MORE FROM LOIS GASE
Hello Pati and Marta - This past
Sunday, I gave a lecture to the local
ASG neighborhood group called the
Garment Gurus. The members wanted
to learn more about Palmer/Pletsch
and asked me to explain the fit method
after finding my name listed as a CSI
on your website. This was my first
lecture after becoming a CSI and I has
having trouble distilling everything I
have learned to a short lecture. Your
guidance via email helped me focus
to create meaningful content for the 1
hour lecture. I felt comfortable giving
the lecture/demo and received many
compliments from attendees.
I took your suggestion to fit one
person in M6750 darted blouse. The
member and I met the prior month
when we made the pattern adjustments and also prepared the fabric
pin fit version. On Sunday I began
the lecture by explaining my pathway
to P/P fit classes, followed by a brief
background about both Pati and Marta.
Next, having a live model was a great
visual. I displayed an unadjusted pattern first; followed by the adjusted
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Hello Pati & Marta - I’m gearing
up for FIT class later this week. I have
had another student contact me via my
name being listed on your website.
That’s about the 5 or 6th person to
contact me. It seems there’s a strong
interest here in Mass!
Returning to this Fit class a second
time will reinforce everything I’ve
learned so far. I am hoping you will
allow me to get up close and observe
other body types in fit class. My
biggest fear is having a student come
to me and being unfamiliar on how
to approach her fit. So my goal is to
really concentrate on fitting issues that
I might not have personally.
See you on Friday!
Lois Gase, Boston, MA
AND MORE FROM LOIS GASE
8/23/2014.
Hi Pati - In July we chatted during
teacher Fit training, about my upcoming new student, and I was
challenged on what the content should
be for the 2.5 hour fit appointment.
She found me via your website, and

wanted to have a private class to learn
fit. My concern was the shorter session
compared to a 4 day workshop.
Obviously the time was condensed,
yet I wanted to be sure she left the
session having learned something.
You suggested I offer her a choice of
(a) learning the fit methodology using
the McCall’s fitting shell or (b) diving
into fitting a garment by using the McCall’s 6750 blouse pattern. So when I
returned home from Portland, I called
my student to discuss the difference
between (a) and (b) and asked her
preference. She chose (a) because she
wanted to learn the basics and know
how to apply them when sewing alone.
The approach worked perfectly! We
accomplished the fitting shell bodice
and learning the P/P methods during
our 2.5 hour session. We determined
her adjustments, made the adjustments
and reviewed the tissue which fit her
to a “T”. To end our session, I showed
her my own blouse McCall’s #6750
- both the unfit tissue to illustrate the
adjustments I needed to make, and
my own altered tissue, as well as my
finished blouse made up in fabric. That
demonstration “put a bow” on our
session - she could visualize how to
utilize what she had just learned. She
left our session saying she planned to
work on a pattern at home, and at a
later date will return to ask questions
and check her alterations with me.
Thank you for the clarity and suggestion of how to teach a new student in a
non-workshop setting.
Best regards,
Lois
AND MORE FROM LOIS GASE
3/22/2015
Hello Pati - I wanted to tell you a
short story about two new students
(a Mom and also a 16 year old) I had
for Fit class. They contacted me after
finding me on your website, and we
had the 3.5 hour private class yesterday. As we chatted during class
I learned the way they found me was

actually not directly through Palmer/
Pletsch but through Melissa’s videos
on McCall’s website. They saw the
videos and watched them....were
unaware of Palmer/Pletsch but
followed the trail to your website after
seeing Melissa demonstrate fitting.
Then they found the Find A Teacher
option which brought them to me. So
Kudo’s to Melissa - she’s reaching
a different market from the typical
ASG/Threads route. I’m very enthused
about Melissa’s energy and reaching
new sewers and how that filters to
those of us who are P/P teachers.
I’ll stay in touch. — Lois
with this follow-up
Below is what my student wrote to me
after the class:
Hi Lois - The class was excellent! It
was a pleasure meeting you. I purchased some material to make the
blouses, I’ll send you a picture when
it’s completed. Please keep me up to
date with your progress on your sewing studio. I would would like to receive more instruction from you. Jess
and I were very impressed with the
garments you showed us.
FROM SANDY DAVIS
JEFFERSTOWN, KY
BTW, for the second year in a row,
I won another blue ribbon, a white ribbon and an honorable mention ribbon
on my KY State Fair entries. One of
my 11-year-old students won a blue
ribbon on her 4-pc American Girl
doll outfit, as well. If you have a few
minutes, check out photos on my blog
(address below).
Sincerely yours,
Sandy Davis
• Sewing Instructor/Consultant/Coach
• Certified Palmer/Pletsch Beginning Sewing
Teacher
• Licensed Martha Pullen Beginning Sewing
and Serger Instructor
• Certified Sulky Sit and Sew Instructor
502-931-8576
Blog: http://sewnsan.blogspot.com
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FROM JEANETTE SWANSON
LOS ANGELES, CA
Thanks, Pati! I really hope to attend
SOMETHING next year. I think pants
is what I need and I love your teaching! I’m going to do some hard core
practicing on my sewing friends. I
have my first Fit and Stitch weekend
in March 2015 and I want to be ready
for pants. I’m going to do a Saturday-Sunday and optional downtown
L.A. fabric shopping on Friday. I am
still on the National Board. I have
2 more years and then could get reelected for another 3 years (6 years
total!). I’m not sure I can do all six
years. It is busy. I’m still on my local
chapter board finishing up my term
and then stepping down to finish the
national board.
Just wish I could retire from my day
job! haha! Beginning sewing starts up
in a couple weeks and I am now teaching kids as well as adults. I hope you
had a nice, relaxing summer! Have a
great year!
Jeanette
PATI’S RESPONSE
Busy people get more done!! Congrats
on being on the national ASG board.
FROM CLAUDIA PARKER-HUGHES
NEW BERN, NC
6/23/2014
Hi Pati, I received my Serger Samples
book in the mail today. Thank you for
the tips and such nice remarks. Does
this mean I can apply for Teacher
certification? I have a number of girls
waiting to schedule Serger with me
and I am itching to start. Also, I have
held both Fit and Pants Fit seminars
lately. They both went very well and I
made a lot of workshop appointments
from them. I have done well retail
also. The girls LOVE your interfacing! I will start several workshops in
the Fall. I am sewing for me now. I
fitted four blouses/tops today. I will

be meeting Cheryl Mutton on Friday
at a Sewing Expo in Raleigh, NC. We
have e-mailed, but never met before.
We will fit and sew together at her
home over the weekend. She has taken
every course you offer over the years
and says to tell you hello.
Claudia
MORE FROM CLAUDIA
PARKER-HUGHES
I taught my first Serger workshop
yesterday. Here is the e-mail I received from one of the girls today.
Thank you so much for who you are
and teaching me what you know.
---------- Forwarded message ---------Rita and Claudia,
I can’t thank you enough for yesterday’s serger session. I left confident
that I can serge and use my machine.
I am practicing on different fabrics
and ordering more presser feet for my
machine. I’ve located YLI’s Designer
6, Wooly Nylon, and Crown Pearl online and will be placing an order so I
can experiment with them.
I’m sewing today and hope to be
starting on my blouse pattern very
soon. Claudia, I lost the sheet of fitting
DVDs that you have, so send me a list
in an email when you have a chance.
It may be best for me to better understand paper pattern fitting.
Again, a great session, wonderful hospitality, and I am smiling!
Janet Farell
FROM CELIA BANKS, ENGLAND
Hi Pati and Marta,
How are things? All is well over this
side of the pond but as wet as ever. I
was wondering if you had a newer version of the pattern list available. My
latest one was updated in June 2013.
As for life over here, well I have recently been acting as a tutor to the
costume department of one of our lon-

gest running soap operas. One of their
costume assistants had done a course
with me about four years ago and put
my name forward when they needed
a teacher to help them develop their
machine skills. Later this year I’ll be
teaching them how to use overlockers
and then fitting. However, the fitting is
much more to do with altering ready
to wear because they buy the outfits
rather than make them. I have also
been asked to run some three-day retreats at a small hotel in Bridlington –
the east coast of Yorkshire. The hotel
is renowned for their quilt retreats but
they want to widen their horizons and
so I have a variety of courses lined up,
including a fitting course in December.
Generally, these away-days are more
profitable for me. The Danish side of
things is expanding – I now have an
off-shoot group in Copenhagen and so
I fly out to them at the end of September for a long weekend of fit.Finally,
Ireland beckons. I already teach workshops at two of our better shows in the
UK but they also run one in Dublin.
However, it doesn’t cater as well for
dressmakers so I will be there in Autumn 2015 running an assortment of
sewing classes and introductions to fit.
Hopefully that may lead to some more
weekend courses.

PATI’S RESPONSE

It does seem that the dressmaking
world is gaining momentum in the UK
– much more noticeable than it was
six years ago. There are many more
classes and teachers around so I have
to keep reviewing the courses to make
them as good as they can be. It is a
thrill when people say that I have rekindled their interest in sewing or that
it was worth paying for the whole day
when being taught just one little technique such as a blind or rolled hem
makes them really excited!

This is probably my last term of teaching a Basic Office Assistant Class at
Chemeketa. I developed it for WorkForce Oregon and since they are undergoing changes not sure when it will
be offered again so I will have more
sewing time. Actually, I have been
retired almost 5 years as a law firm
manager (my career). I have so much
going now it is almost like I never retired.

Now I must go and pack my bags for
my next two-day fit course beginning
tomorrow.
All the best,
Celia
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You are really becoming PP Europe.
Congrats. Sure am glad you got to quit
your day job!
FROM PAM GREER,
SALEM, OR
Pati, thanks so much. Sorry I did not
get back sooner but have been busy
developing new classes for September-December sewing season and for
Chemeketa. I am doing a new class
at Chemeketa called “Introduction
to Fear-Less Sewing.” It will be two
hours and give an overview on sewing.
Since the class is on campus, I am
taking two of my machines, a Janome
Gem and then the Ruby Deluxe to
show both ends of the spectrum. I am
also going to do a small trunk show
which will include simple items, towel
bands, to a cocktail dress and bolero
jacket.
At Whitlocks, I am doing two FearLess sewing classes. 1. Apron and 2.
Pin Cushion Caddy. Also doing the
serger piping foot and cording foot
along with my Serger Level 1 and 2
classes and the four Saturday Basic
Sewing Course. I am continuing to try
to find the right balance.

Pam

FROM MARY McCARTHY
ROCKLEDGE, FL
7/15/2014
Hi Pati
I did a one day pant class this past
weekend and it went very well. I had
six students and it was a bit crowded,
but we managed. I told them it was
to be an ambitious day but everyone
got at least one pin fit done. I then
demo-ed the waistband. There was
one student with a 59” hip, so I started
with a Simplicity plus size pattern
and added tissue to both inseam and
side seam. I could have done this with
your pattern of course, but I felt like
I needed to be closer to her size. It
worked, although we ended up with
a very small seam in the back waistband. (my demographic here is usually
size 18 and up)

PATI’S RESPONSE
Thanks for the report! It is natural for
teachers to want to make sure students
get their money worth, but you are
right, they can only do as much as they
can do and if they learn a few things
they find valuable, they will be satisfied. I would make it a 2-day class so
you can focus on tissue-fitting on day
one and maybe cutting. Day 2 you can
focus on teaching the invisible zipper
and fabric fitting. You could include a
mini waistband demo with the zipper
and then if they get that far, fit the
waistband to them. However, if you
only have one day, I am impressed
you even got to the waistband.
Congrats! Pati
MORE FROM MARY McCARTHY
Hi Pati,

I noticed that by around 3 or so, we
were also starting to get tired. It made
me wonder how we sew for even
longer days in Portland! I think that
taking a decent lunch break helps. We
just ate at our workspace and took
only about 15-20 minutes.

I couldn’t resist sending this comment along to you. That’s what it’s all
about!

I always worry that the students feel
like they are getting their money’s
worth, even though they don’t finish
their project completely. But, I think
that if they just learn a few great
things, they are fine with that (I know
I am). Two students already signed up
for the next class which is a 2 day fit
workshop in September. I hope to do
more of these if success continues.

From: Lynn Carpenter
Date: Thu, 22 May 2014 1

Oh, and I was tickled that one student
came from far away and spent the
night for the one day-Your suggestions welcome !
Thanks, Mary

Happy Memorial Day,
Mary M
-----Original Message-----

Dear Mary,
The princess seam fitting is amazing.
I cut out a medium weight cotton I
had on hand and basted everything
together. The only tweak will be about
a 1/4 inch in the two front seams over
the waist. In a heavier or drapier
fabric, even that might not be needed.
Best compliment of all... my husband
was looking for me, so I walked into
the room where he was to answer him
wearing the basted dress and his immediate response was, “Beautiful. It
looks like Ralph Lauren.” That was
with no seam clipping or pressing, yet.
Take a bow on this one! I’ll send a
photo when the dress is sewn, or bring
it so you can see how nicely the fitting
turned out. Thanks again.
Best,
Lynn
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FROM DEE WHITTEN
VACAVILLE, CA
4/6/2014
Hi George,
Very sorry for the delay in getting
back to you. I was reading over my
CSI requirements and I am not going
to meet them as I reviewed them. Although I do teach a “learn your serger”
class and use my Palmer/Pletsch
notebook templates I have less then
50 actual teaching hours. I have had
a hard time trying to get any response
from my local ASG and I am now
making plans to go out of my local
area to track down a meeting so I can
get something going, there again short
on CSI points. Which is the whole
reason I haven’t made plans to renew
recently. Do we have some sort of
teaching forum/support system? I am
wondering if others are running into
like challenges, here are a few examples..
1) Students aren’t as interested in
learning how to sew in general as
learning how to sew on a per project
basis. Relying on YouTube videos
then coming to class to supplement
what they watch.
2) I am finding that I am doing more
individual project lessons than group
project classes which makes pricing
challenging. (The biggest comments
please: don’t make me sew a pillowcase or apron!)
Thank you for staying in touch,
Sincerely Dee Whitten
PATI’S RESPONSE
Dee,
This is what we can do for you this
time, being you’ve put so much energy
into your teaching. Below is what we
have allowed in the past to help the
teachers that were short on PDU’s.
This is part of the email we sent which
you can take advantage of if you like.
We don’t want to remove you from
the website unless you want to. So, to
make it easy, you can simply re-apply

instead of renew this time. That will
require no PDU list. The application
form is at this link.
http://www.palmerpletsch.com/workshop_teachtrain.htm
I hope this will work for you.
Karlie LeBatique from CT had lots of
issues teaching out of her home studio
and did some very creative solutions.
info@sewshouldyou.com. Solutions
vary with as many people, places and
situations that exist. Sometimes a lot
of creativity is needed. Recently, one
of our teachers in FL decided to call
on a quilt store and the owner about
fell all over her--yes you can teach
here, no we don’t want any of the
tuition dollars, etc. So you just never
know. If the web listing is getting you
any contacts, then it is worth it, if not,
probably not. Only you will know. But
your comments are very interesting
and I will include in the newsletter to
see if others have comments that are
similar.

FROM IVONNE GUTIÉRREZ,
AQUAS BUENAS, PUERTO RICO
Hi Pati: My students love your new
book Looking Good. If I am not mistaken, some have bought it.
Here I have some photos to share??
with you. There were 7 in this first
class. The first photo is a Y adjustment with lowering the side dart.
What do you think? Also, here’s a
trick you can share, I used Clover
Mini clips with a string of 1/8” wide
elastic through the opening of one
leg of the clip, to maintain the front
and back pattern tissue from moving
around. It can also be used at the neck
to hold in place. Especially when you
have to tissue fit yourself.

The photo of the student with the fabric was a real challenge as she has a
high round with a “very” sway back.
As the shirt is supposed to be placed
on the fold, I change it to a seam. You
can see her pink tee with the excess
fabric at the waist. She was delighted
of not seeing all those wrinkles.
I look forward for your comments.
Best regards,
Ivonne Gutiérrez
Entre Telas/Quiero Aprender a Coser
(787) 399-0667
PATI’S RESPONSE
Today, we are convinced that the true
need for the Y, especially in sleeveless

Sincerely, Pati

photos from Ivonne:
above: Y bust adjustment
far left: back adjustment
left: Clover Mini clips
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garments is to get the armhole stitching line to cover the fluff. In a sleeveless garment, it could be done to make
the size of the bust dart narrower. Still
trying to see the advantage of that one.
I am thinking that curving the dart
is the solution to making a deep dart
smooth at the point.
New unisex shirt patterns use men’s
sizing. Here’s a letter to McCall’s
with my comments:
Benhaz,
Just a question about sizing.
Marta who loyally sews all PP
patterns she can wear often well
before I get to it, sewed our new unisex camp shirt M6932. She pointed out
to me that she used the small which
was for 34”-36” which in the past was
a medium.
In the past Sm was listed as 8-10 or as
31 1/2” - 32 1/2”. So this appears to
be a change in sizing.
We have been told in the past that the
larger size in the range is the actual
small, med. and large etc.
On the envelope, the man’s shirt looks
too small for him and the woman’s a
bit oversized--possibly because she
is not a size 14 which is what a 36”
misses would be. That is the smallest
size for the shirt.
Have you made changes recently?
Are the changes just for unisex?
Did you decide to drop the 8-10 for
this pattern because you wanted to
include XXXL?
It helps us to know these answers
before we get into using the pattern in
fit classes.
Thanks. As usual, I know there is
normally a good reason you’ve made
the change.

FROM ALISON HENSON,
NEW ZEALAND
3/2/2014
Pati,
I have just taken McCall’s 6750 out
of the packet to prepare it for a tissue
fitting and I notice that the lines for a
FBA, marked on the pattern are different from in previous patterns and
different from the text book. The FBA
adjustment line 2 now goes to the
point of the dart and then horizontally
to the apex whereas previously line 2
continued at the angle up to the apex.
I am wondering if you would be able
to give me some background on this
change. Is this the better way to proceed with all FBA adjustments and
should I be showing this way to my
students?
Alison Henson
Pattern Fit
C.S.I. New Zealand
PATI’S RESPONSE
Alison,
McCall’s started doing this and I am
not sure why. However, it all ends up
the same whether you cut straight to
the apex or angle to apex at end of the
dart. I will copy our pattern making
guru at McCall’s to see if there is an
answer.
Also, Marta and I feel the high round
back alteration line should be much
higher so that the distance from the
altered CB at the top is not so far from
the fabric fold line. The closer to the
neck, the less it ends up away from the
fold, so the less you’d need to ease to
the facing. It is probably because of
the cut-on collar. Also, because they
marked the base of neck and probably wanted the HRB line to work for
all sizes, but you can tell students to
redraw it 1” below the base for their
size.
I would also prefer not to have 2 FBA
lines on the front as one is really
enough. And, I’d love to have only
17

one dart marked for the horizontal
dart as all seem the same width. Marta
pointed out in a seminar yesterday that
the first circles at side seam for horizontal dart are 5/8” from cutting line
for your size. A good point. Hope this
helps.
FROM MARY LYNN ILNITSKY
SAN TAN VALLEY, ARIZONA
4/25/2014
Hi Pati,
I hope this e-mail finds you. I lost
touch with you when we moved to
Arizona in 2007, prior to that I was
working away at my business (formerly Icon Image Consulting) in
Edmonton, Alberta Canada. I used
to order the 1996 version of Looking
Good to sell to clients and the adult
students I instructed through our Continuing Education Program there. The
Body Graphing Class was extremely
popular and fun to instruct.
I have volunteered to provide a Body
Graphing workshop for the CTE
Fashion Merchandising class at the
local High School where we live (San
Tan Valley, AZ). You had given me
permission to use the material when I
was in Edmonton , however I thought
it would be prudent to inquire again
as I have been off the grid for a while.
I’ve been reestablishing myself and it
is a long process - new country, new
business name, new community etc. If
you would like to see what I have put
together I will send a copy of the work
book I have put together.
It has been a pleasure to read the new
edition of this book, I ordered a copy
as soon as I saw it on your site. I’ll be
taking it with me to the class and I’m
sure the teacher and students will be
delighted to look through it.
I look forward to hearing back from
you. Thank you in advance for your
consideration.
Kindly,
Mary Lynn Ilnitsky Certified Image
Consultant 480-600-9691

PATI’S RESPONSE

RESPONSE ROM KATRINA:

PATI’S RESPONSE TO MARY

Hi Mary Lynn,

Pati Palmer asked that I respond to
your question, as I am a Palmer/
Pletsch Certified Sewing Instructor
who works primarily with silk.

Mary,

You certainly may use the body graph
info. You can copy the latest from the
new book. Just add a credit:
courtesy Palmer/Pletsch Publishing.
From Looking Good Everyday by
Nancy Nix-Rice.
I think it is a great idea to do this at
a high school. It is a great tool for
awareness. Take care and have fun.
Good to hear from you again.
Pati

EXCHANGE BETWEEN
KATRINA WALKER, SPOKANE,
WASHINGTON, AND
MARY HARVEY
FROM MARY:
In the past I had been told that if I
diluted Perfect Sew with water I could
‘paint’ it on the seam allowances of a
crinkled, pleated fabric and then sewing would not stretch out the texture....
will this work, do you recommend it?
I would not mind as much if it harmed
cotton crinkle/gauze or rayon but I
have some very finely crinkled/pleated
silk and i do not want to ruin that either with the solution or having the
texture stretch out. Thank you for your
time and help. Mary Harvey

The amount you use depends solely
on how much stabilization you want
to achieve. I find that a capful of PerfectSew to a cup of water is a good
place to start to help the chiffon to
behave better. If the silk is particularly shifty I may use as much as a 2:1
(water to Perfect Sew) ratio.
It does not take very much water to
completely wet your chiffon; prewash
the chiffon, and find the smallest container that will comfortably contain
the wet chiffon. That is the container I
would use to stabilize your silk, adding just enough water and PerfectSew
solution to saturate the fabric.
I prefer to make my solution and
then very gently knead it through the
chiffon. Silk is weaker when wet so
it’s important to be gentle. You can
also brush it on. Some spray bottles
will work as well; be sure to clean the
sprayer when you are done.
I carefully squeeze out any excess, and
then roll in an old towel to take out
the remaining excess solution. Lay flat
to dry. Any wrinkles after drying can
easily be steam pressed out.
Best regards – happy sewing!
Katrina Walker
katrina@katrinawalker.com
www.katrinawalker.com
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I wouldn’t use perfect sew on the
pleated silk. If you are sewing across
the pleats you could put tissue on top
and that will help keep pleats from
stretching, but I will defer to Perfect
Sew’s silk expert Katrina. Pati
FROM KATRINA TO MARY:
Hi Mary—
I agree with Pati – it would stiffen the
silk which would help but you’d still
need to wash it out, which would be
detrimental to your pleats.
The tissue method Pati mentioned
would work. I’d also consider using
something adhesive, like a lightweight
sticky tearaway stabilizer. Or Wonder
Tape (leave the paper on one side). I’d
place it along the stitching line (inside
the seam allowance), and then remove
after stitching. If you don’t mind if it
stays in for support (like in a shoulder
seam), you might consider using a
lightweight fusible stay tape.
Best of luck with your beautiful fabric!
--Katrina

